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USING KNOWLEDGE FROM PLACEBO RESEARCH TO HELP PATIENTS HEAL
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      @DrWayneJonas

FAST FACTS

• Simple changes in manner and behavior during clinical 
encounters can enhance the effects of any treatment.

• The rituals of medicine, along with patient expectations 
and conditioning, optimize healing.

• The placebo response, when defined as a response to the 
context and meaning of treatment, helps patients tap into 
their inherent healing capacity.

HOW DOES PLACEBO REALLY WORK?
Placebo is usually defined as an inert substance such as a sugar pill used in treatment. A more useful clinical definition is:

A response to the context and meaning of a treatment.

Using this definition, research on the placebo response can—and should—be used to enhance the effects of any treatment.

Within a clinical encounter, ritual and context give the treatment meaning. Together with patient expectations and 
conditioning, rituals and context create measurable physiological changes and tap into a patient’s inherent healing capacity.  

7 EASY WAYS TO ENHANCE TREATMENT EFFECTS WITH PLACEBO1

1.  Inform the patient about what he/she/they can expect 
and use positive messages.

2.  Listen and provide empathy and understanding. Base 
positive messages on the patient’s expectations. When 
possible, touch the patient with empathy and reassurance. 

3.  Be warm and caring when delivering treatments. Use a 
calm tone of voice, look at the patient and touch him/her/
them.

4.  Be confident and credible when delivering treatments. 
Show your confidence in the treatment’s power to heal. 
Know the treatment’s mechanism of action and the 
supporting science. Explain how it works to the patient. 

5.  Incorporate reassurance, relaxation, suggestion and 
anxiety-reduction methods. This can be as simple as a 
smile or an expression of caring. 

6.  Deliver a safe and easy-to-use conditioned stimulus along 
with the therapy. The repeated ritual of treatment (taking a 
pill each day), preparing special food and linking treatment 
to smell or light exposure are examples. 

7.  Align all beliefs congruently. Align your beliefs with those 
of the patient, his/her family and the culture. 

WHICH PATIENTS CAN BENEFIT MOST FROM THE USE OF PLACEBO?   
By tapping into our inherent healing capacity, placebo can enhance the effects of any treatment. It’s especially effective for 
patients with chronic disease, for whom drugs don’t work well.
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10 More Ways to Enhance Healing1  

1.  Follow up through text messages or phone calls from staff, or 
with more frequent visits.2 

2.  Determine what your patient believes in and recommend safe 
treatments that are aligned with those beliefs. 

3.  Use a light, laser or electronic device to deliver and track the 
treatment, when possible. 

4.  Match the appearance of the pills to the desired effect. 
For example, soft colors are calming while bright colors are 
stimulating.

5.  Use more frequent dosing to create a larger therapeutic 
conditioning. 

6.  Apply therapies in “therapeutic” settings such as clinics and 
hospitals.

7.  Pay attention to the route of administration. Needles, when 
appropriate, produce a greater effect than pills.

8.  Use the newest and most prominent treatment, which 
patients believe works best. 

9.  Use a well-known name brand identified with success, which 
patients believe works best. 

10.  Cut or stick the skin or poke into an orifice when appropriate. 

Is there evidence that placebo works?  

A vast body of evidence supports the use of the mechanism 
behind the placebo response in clinical practice, showing a 
healing response rate of 30 to 70 percent when using known inert 
treatments.3, 4

Many studies show the impact of the physician’s manner and 
behavior on healing. In one study of patients with symptoms 
but no abnormal physical disease, more patients who received 
a positive consultation improved than those who received a 
negative consultation: 64 versus 39 percent.5  

The effects of acupuncture for chronic pain are due more to how 
acupuncture was delivered (60%) than to the specific acupuncture 
points used in treatment (40%).6  

Antidepressants and placebo are almost equally effective in 
treating patients with depression.7 

How can I use knowledge from placebo research in 
my practice?

The HOPE note, a free tool available on DrWayneJonas.com, 
provides a practical, systematic process for using knowledge 
from placebo research in your practice.

The HOPE note guides you through a patient-centered process 
to infuse knowledge from the placebo literature into your 
therapeutic encounters. The process guides you in identifying 
what matters most to the patient in life and tailoring the 
treatment to that goal. 

Learn more 

17 Ways to Harness the Power of Placebo for Your Patients 

Download the complete provider guide at  
DrWayneJonas.com/Placebo
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